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Let fin, be a non-empty open set in R”‘, Q c R,, be an open subset of 
fi,,, which verifies suitable conditions, Let f E L’ (Qo) n BV(C?,,) (or 
f.cL’(Q,,) n BV(Q,,)). In this paper we consider sequences of integral 
operators T,,,f’ defined by 
(T,,J’)(.v) = [ K(n, .s, t) ,f’( t) dt, (1) 
” $2 
where K,,(.s, t ) = K(n, s, t) is a “kernel” belonging to special classes .X’ 
which are defined by suitable axioms. Particularly, we assume 
T,, f‘~ W’,‘(Q), for every f.c BV. The main theorems of this paper give con- 
vergence properties of operators T,,j’ with respect to certain variational 
functionals. Given a continuous sublinear function F: KY” + iw:, we show 
that the F-variations of T,, f converge to the R-variation of f (here, by 
.9-variation we mean the measure studied in [23] for the case F(p) = IpI. 
and in [21] for the general case). Moreover, since the Serrin variational 
Integral I,[$,J; 521, with the integrand $ =$(p) of “area” type, is a 
suitable R-variation of a (n + 1 )-dimensional vector measure, (see [21 I), 
we show (Theorem 2) that 
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Then we point out some interesting consequences of this result. For 
example, (II) implies convergence in length, and in area for the operators 
T,,,f’. Moreover, by using a result of [4], by (II) we deduce also that 
grad T,,f + grad f’ in measure on Q, where grad ,f’ denotes the “‘essential” 
gradient off (see [23, 281). that is, the “regular” part of derivative measure 
offE BP’. We want to mark out that for the special case of length and area 
in the Cesari sense (see [ 151 and next developments [20, 30, 9912, 61) 
similar results have been proved by C. Vinti [3 I], using a different 
approach. Finally, using a theorem of [S] we may obtain a “weighted” 
extension of the previous results and so convergence in “weighted” length 
and area (for these concepts see [9, 10, 5-71). 
1. A CLASS OF KERNELS 
Let Q c R”’ be a non-empty open set. .8(Q) be the Bore1 a-held of .Q. 
We shall denote by C:(Q), 0 d k d + x8, the class of all C”-functions with 
compact support in 52, and by j” the Lebesgue measure on ,3(Q). Let 
.F: KY’ -+ rw: be a sublinear, continuous function, that is 8 saltidies the 
following conditions: 
(i) F(p+q)<.9(p)+9(q), p,q~R”’ 
(ii) .~(NP) =&9(p), x E I&+ , p E R”’ 
(iii) <F”(p)< C 1~1, for every PER”’ (C is the Lipschitz constant 
of 9). 
We denote now by X,(Q) the class of all functions K: N x Q x Q --f iwc 
such that K(n, ., .) is ,#(a) @ 8(Q)-measurable, for each n E N and such 
that the following conditions hold: 
(k.1) For every n E N the function (s, f) -+ K(n. S, r) is separately 
summable in 52 with respect to s and t and there is a sequence {u,,\i such 
that CI,, + 0 and 
i K(n, s, f) ds = 1 + u,,, for every r E Q. ‘R 
(k.2) For every II E N, the function H,,(s) = ilK(n, S. .)liLlin, is locally 
i-summable on Q. 
(k.3) The integral operator 
(T,,.f)(.s) = ?r, K(n, s, r) f’(t) dr. .f‘EL”-(Q) (2) 
is “regularizing,” that is, T,,,~‘E W’~‘(l2) for every ,f‘~ f. ’ (Q). 
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(k.4) For every ,/‘E L ’ (Q) and cp t C’<’ (.Q). we have 
lim 1 
li 1 / I ” 
qn(.\ )( T,,,f’)(.s) ds = 1 q7(.s) f’(s) ds. (3) 
(k.5) For every,f’E I+“,’ (Q), we have 
S(grad T,, f’(s)) < [ K(n. .Y. t) .P(grad f’(l)) dr. 
- R 
x-a.c.. .\‘E B. (4) 
Rrmurlis. (a) If Q is bounded, condition (k.2) is an easy consequence 
of (k. I ). Indeed, for every compact S c R we have 
For further utilizations of (k.2) (or similar conditions) see [22]. 
(b) Condition (k.4) expresses an approximation property of the 
operator T,,,f’. which is satisfied by a large class of integral operators: for 
example, convolution operators [ 14, 271. moment kernels [2, 181. 
(c) Condition (k.5) is similar to that used by C. Vinti 1311 with 
9(p) = IpI. and connects the gradient of the “mean” T,,,/‘with the “mean” 
of the gradient off. In the special case of convolution operators with 
regular kernels this condition is always verified with .F(II)= jpl. 
In the following we shall consider, besides the class X’,(Q), also the 
class X”,>(Q) of functions K: W x 52 x R + rW,T such that K(n, ., .) is 
g(Q) 0 8(Q)-measurable for every n E n. and the following conditions 
hold: 
(k.1 )’ For every n E N, the function .s 4 K(n, .s, t) is summable on Q, 
the function f + K(n, s, t) is L ’ (.Q) and ( 1 ) holds, 
(k.3)’ The operator T,,,f defined on L’(Q) by (2) is regularizing, that 
is, T,,,f E W’~‘(Q), for every f e L’(B). 
(k.4)’ For every f’~ L’(Q), (3) holds. 
(k.5)’ For every,f 6 W’,‘(Q), (4) holds. 
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2. THE GOFFMAN-SERRIN INTEC;RAL 
We denote by cl’c”“(Q) the class of vector measures on 8(Q), 
p: s(n) + R”‘, such that /,r$ (a) < + ~8. A functionf‘E L:,,(Q) is, said to be 
BV(Q) if there is a (vector) measure IL, l .l’i”“(Q) such that 
cp L/P, = - 
J 
(grad c~).f’rli. (5) 
for every cp E C (’ (Q). 
For properties of BV functions, see [ 15, 16, 23, 28, 191. We write also, 
,f’E BV(R). 
If 5: R”’ + R, + is a sublinear continuous function, we associa1.e to p, the 
positive scalar measure (see [21] ) 
.P/+(E)=sup i .F(&(E,)). EE d(Q), 
i=I 
where the supremum is taken over all finite Bore1 partitions E = IJ E, of E. 
This measure has many properties (see [21]). We point out the following 
semicontinuity property (see 121, 31); we first premise a definition: a 
sequence {~,},c~?‘“(&?) converges weakly to FE.&““(Q) on 52, if 
lim !kW=j,,,. for every cp E C<?(Q). , - + % 
We shall denote such convergence by p’- ,u[Q]. Then it is proved that if 
P ‘-p[L?], we have 
for every open G cr R. (6) 
3. APPROXIMATION OF .8/q 
(I) Case,fELr(Q) 
Let R, c R” be a non-empty open set and let Q be an open set such 
that 52 cc Q,, that is, .Q c R, and d, (52, X?,) = 6 > 0, where 12, (x, y) = 
max { I-Y, - J, 1; i = 1, . . . . n }. We shall assume that ,f E Lx (Q,) n B V( 52,). For 
every sufficiently small E > 0, we define the “integral mean”./;: off on 52, by 
setting 
f"(s) = (2E) m ^  i v,\,,,.f(Wt, SEQ, (7) 
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where 
Q( s. E ) = 11 (5, - I:. .Y, + i: ). .s = (s, , . . . . s’,,, )E R. 
i- I 
It is well known that ,f” E l&‘:,:(Q) and moreover, .f” E L’ (Q), since 
,f‘~ L ‘ (Q). We have also (see [14. 27. 301) ,f“ -,f in f,:,,,(Q) and 
f‘“(f) +,f(t) for every f E L,, where L, is the Lebesgue set off; and so f” -,/‘ 
‘a.e. [i] on R. Finally 
Thus ,f“ E W ‘, ’ (Q). We now prove some lemmas. 
lim [ (pT,,.f’” d.r = )_ cp T,,,/‘ds, 
/ -o+ “#J I 0 
Proqf: We first prove that T,,,f” + T,,,f’ in L:,,(Q). i: + 0. For every 
sufficiently small I-: > 0, we have 
I(T,,.f”)(.s)- (T,,f)(.s)l 6 [ K(n. .s, r) If”:(t)-f(r)1 dr. 
-0 
Now for every n E PY and s E Q 
Mn, .s. f) If’(f) -.f’(t)l d 2 ll.f’ll , K(n, s, 0 
for each t s.0 and moreover K(n, .s, t) l,f”(t) - f‘(r)1 goes to 0, for 1: 4 0. 




K(n,.s, t) il‘“(f)~,/‘(t)l dr=O, 
! - 0 c> 
for every s E R, n E N. But from the inequality 
P 
J K(n, s, t) I./‘“(t) -.f(t)l dt d 2 il.f’ll , IIMn, s. )II, lioj R 
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and (k.2), the assertion follows. So, if (PE C:(Q), setting S= supp cp, we 
have 
) Id.s)l I(T,,.f’)(s)- (T,,,/‘)(.~)l (1s 
- 5 
and so the lemma is proved. 
Rrmark. We remark that in the previous lemma we have only used 
properties (k.1) and (k.2) so it is not necessary that KEX~(Q). 
For every K E X*(Q), let us define the following measures 
a,,(E) = j grad( r,,,j’)(s) rls; 
6 
v:,(E) = [ grad( r,,,f”)(.~) dr. 
~ c 
whereJ‘EL’(.Qo), EE.&(Q), QccQ,,. 
Then we have the following: 
LEMMA 2. Let KE X+(Q). ,f’~ L ‘ (l2,). Then cr,,, \I:, sati.$j rhr proper- 
tks: 
(i) fJ,,, q, E .,22’“(Q) 
(ii) I$, - CJ,~CQI, 
fbr ever!' n E N. 
Proqf: (i) is a direct consequence of (k.3). Thus we prove only (ii). For 
fixed n E N, cp E C;(Q), by (k.3) we have 
= - [ (grad q)(s)( T,,f’ )(s) & 
As the components of grad cp are functions in Ccx’(Q), applying Lemma 1, 
we have 
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Remark. Let .P be a continuous sublinear function on IX”‘. Since the 
measures (T,,. Y;~ are absolutely continuous with respect to E.. applying 
Theorem 2 in [2 1 ] we have 




EE J(Q). We are ready to prove the main theorem of this 
(grad T,, f” ) dv, .FG,,( E) = [ .F(grad T,,,f’) ds, 
” L 
THEOREM I. Let ,f’~ L’ (l2,J n BV(Q(,) und let ,u, he the distrihutionul 
derit-atice of‘,f’. Let Q cc Q, he nn open set .such thut lp, 1 (?Sr) = 0 (here 2.0 
denotcJ.s the houndq~ of Q). Then, $ K E .S”,(Q ) IVCJ huw 
lim ^ 
! 
,F(grad T,,,f’) ds = Fll,(R). (9) 
II + I () 
Prooj: We first prove that CJ,, -1l,[Q]. In order to do that, let 
cp E C,’ (12) be fixed. We have 
/” q dg,, = [ cp(grad TJ’) cls = ~ (_ (grad cp)(T,,,f’) tic 
d I 
By (k.4), taking into account of the fact that D,cp E C:-(Q), we obtain 
lim [ cp do,, = - ( (grad (p) .fds = c cp dp,. 
,1’ I ” d 
that is, o,~ -,u, [a]. Now by the semicontinuity theorem in [3] we obtain 
!it~ 1 .F(grad T,, f‘) d.s 3 3pf(Q). 
,I- I “0 
(10) 
Thus it is sufficient to prove that 
(11) 
To this end, note that by Lemma 2, and by the semicontinuity property of 
9p,, we have 
!irJl j S(grad T,,f“) ds> [ S(grad TJ’) d.v 
/ t 0 R - a 
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Since.f”E W’.‘(Q), we can apply (k.5) in order to obtain, for each E >O, 
/ S(grad T,,.f’) L/S 
. I2 
< K(n, s, t) S(grad ,f‘“) dt (is 
Now, setting Q’= UrtD Q(t, c), and by applying Theorem 1 in [2 1 ] we 
have 
i‘ .F( grad ,f” ) dr $2 
Therefore, 
! S(grad T,,,f”) d.s< (I +u,,).Fp,(P). R 
Thus, as 1~~ / (X?) = 0, we obtain, for c + 0, 
(1 +a,,)F&G)=(l +a,)*F&(Q) 
3litJ 1 F(grad T,.f”) ds 3 c .Y(grad T,, f) ds. 
/ - 0 R R 
Consequently, as n + ED, we obtain (11) and so (9). 
(II) Casef EL’(Q) 
Let Sz,, c R” be a non-empty open set and let Q c Q, be an open set 
such that Q~cSZ,. Let f EL’(R,,)n BV(Q(,) and KE.X>(R). We shall 
prove a result which is analogous to Theorem 1. The proof is based on the 
following variant of Lemma 1, which, in this setting, gives a stronger result. 
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Proof: We have 
II T,,./’ - 7;,,fl1 /.11<>1 G ^ ! llK(n, . . t)[./“!t)---.l’(t)];l,,,,.,,(/t. 12 
and by (I ), 
llK(17. . . t)[f.‘(t)-./‘(r)]ll,1,1,,=1‘ K(n..v, t) If“(r)-.f’(t)l ds 
T-2 
=(l +u,,) l,f”(t)- f’(t)i 
and hence 
II T,,,f” - T,, /‘II PlU,~(l +(I,,) I_ I.f“(t)-./‘(t)l r/t. ” f) 
Since .~‘EL’(Q), we have I1.f” -.1’lI,.1,,,,-0 (see, e.g., [27]), and so the 
assertion follows. 
Now, by similar arguments, we prove: 
,/im, *[) .F(grad 7‘,,,f’) ris = .F~L,(Q), 
rrlhere 52 cc Q,, und lp, 1 (22) = 0. 
Rrmurks. (a) In the previous theorems, we may assume that the 
regularization properties of the operators T,,.f; are verified only for 
functions in BV(.Q,,) n L’(Q,,) or [BV(Q,) n L’(Qn,,)]. 
(b) The “integral means” employed in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 
1’ may be replaced by “mollifiers” operators (see, e.g., [ 193). Thus we may 
assume that inequality (4) holds only for C ’ n W’, ’ functions. In this 
case, we can replace (K.5) with the following condition (K.6). There exist 
YE F+J, {/I,~), h,, + 1, such that, for every f~ C’ n IV’,“(Q), we have 
.F(grad T,,,f’)(s) d h,, !” K(n + r, s, t) S(gradf‘(t)) dt. 
R 
We note that for the moment kernel, (K.6) is verified with r = I and 
h,, = (n + 1 )/(n + 2). 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
Let Q. c R” be a non-empty open set. Let ,j’~ L’(Q2,,) n BV(L!,) and let 
G? cc Q0 be an open set. Then 1~‘~ / (Q) < + x represents the total varia- 
tion of ,f‘on Q. Suppose that 9(p) = IpI, p E R”‘. In this case, Theorem I ’ 
has an important geometric meaning: that is, the “means” T,,J‘ of ,f‘ con- 
verge in variation to .f; so, if E E g(Q) and qa is the characteristic function 
of E, the number )I*,,,, ) (Q) is the perimeter of E (see [ 17, 24, 30., 191) and 
if v[,,E BZ’(SZ,), E is said to be “Cacioppoli set.” Hence the previous 
theorems provide convergence in perimeter of the means T,,f‘of,f: Similar 
results, for R(p) = IpI and Q. = IX”‘. have been stated by C. Vinti in [3 I ]. 
using a different approach. Our aim is now to prove a convergence 
theorem for T,,,f’ with respect to the Serrin variational Integral [29], 
with an integrand $ = $(p) which depends only on the gradient Iof f: Well, 
let $: R”’ 3 IX,)+ be a convex function such that the limit $*(p) z 
lim , ro- @(p/t) exists and is finite. Then it is possible to dehne a con- 
tinuous sublinear function ‘9: R”“’ ’ -+ KY,: on putting 
‘9( p, f) = tfj( p/t ). r>o: qp,o)=$*(p). 
Let QR,,c R”’ be a bounded open set, ,~‘EL’(SZ,,) n BV(SL,) and put 
G=(p,,i). Then g6.K “‘+‘(fin,,), by boundness of 52,. Let us define for 
every E E .#(a,). 
It/p,(E) = cq(E). 
Moreover, we set c = (G,!, j”), P:, = (\I:,, i,) where rr,, and v:, are the 
measures defined in Section 3. Finally, we denote by J’“,*(Q), Q open set 
with Q cc Q,,, the class of all functions K: N x Q x R + rW,F that satisfy the 
same properties of the class X*,(Q) with tj instead of .F. We now prove 
the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let Q cc l2, be an open set suds that ITi; ( (AC?) = 0, and let 
KE .X,*(Q). [f’,f~ L’(Q”) n BV(Qo), NY huce 
Proqf: Since vf;-a,,[Q] we have also vi-c[Q], and so 
lim J ti(grad T,,./“) dr 3 !‘, $(grad T,,.f) ds. (13) 
i. - 0 ’ R 
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By (k.5)’ with II/ instead of .F. we have 
j” *(grad T,,,f” )(t.~ 
a I) 
K(n, .c, t) $(grad I” ) fit rCs 
Now, 
where R’ = /JCtU Q(t, t:). 
As i:b+tl+, by IL/ 1 (?Q) = 0 and ( 13 ) we obtain 
( 1 + a,,) Y&(Q) >J‘ $(grad r,,,f’) A. 
R 
II E N 
From this, as II + + ‘~1, we obtain 
(14) 
Finally, since cr,, -IL, (see Theorem I ), the assertion follows by semi- 
continuity of 9~~. 
Remurk. The same remarks we have made after Theorem 1’ remain 
valid also in this setting. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let WI= 1, $(p) =,, 1. If ,~EL’(SL~~), the previous 
theorem gives convergence in length for functions T,,,f: 
EXAMPLE 2. Let tn = 2, $(p, y) = V’ I +I)‘+ q’, ,f’~ L’(R,). In this case 
Theorem 2 gives convergence in area for functions T,,,f’. 
The following is an interesting consequence of Theorem 2 and Theorem 
3.1 in [4]. 
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COROLLARY 1. Under the assunzptions of’ Throrem 2, if; nmmwr t,b i.s 
positive and strictly conws and 1.erifi’e.s the proprrt~ 
l)*(p)=oop=o, (*) 
then it re.st4lt.s 
lim $*(grad T,,,f‘- grad ,f’) = 0, 
,i- + II 
in i-measure on !2 (here grad .f is the “essential gradient” of’.f). 
For example, if I/: [w’+ rW,j+ is the function $(I), y) = ,/‘+p2 + $, by 
Corollary 1 we deduce 
i T,,.f(.y, Y) + $.Y, .1,) 
C.Y 
in ).-measure on Q (here (?/?.Y) f; (?/(:~,),f’ are the “essential” partial 
derivatives of .f ). 
5. INTRODUCTION OF A WEIGHT 
Let Q,,c R”’ be a non-empty open set, f~L’(l2”)n BV(Qo), QccL?,, 
and p, be the derivative measure of ,f‘. Let 19: ,/A(sZ,,) + rW,T be a (scalar) 
measure such that 
v(E) = [ g dj.., 
” I 
E E a(Q,), 
where g E C’(.Q,,) and 0 < i <g(s) < A, for every s E Q2,,. We now prove the 
following 
COROLLARY 2. Let .f E L’(Q,) n BV(Q,), 12 cc Q,,, lp, 1 (Xl) = 0. Lrt 




.%(grad T,,f) g(s) ci.s = RF,(Q). 
t1 + + i $2 
tt’here fi,: .%(Qo) + UP is the (vector) measure defined b> 
F,(E) = ( g(s) d/q(s), 
” L 
E E &(Q,,). 
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Proof: The assertion easily follows by (T,, -p,, Theorem 1’. and 
Theorem 2 of [S]. 
Remarks. (a) Corollary 2 implies a theorem of convergence in 
weighted perimeter and variation (see 16. 91) for the operators TJ’. f’~ L’. 
Clearly, a similar result holds for .f’~ L’. Moreover. with analogous 
reasoning we may prove a weighted version of Theorem 2. by putting - 
&(E) = SE g &, , EE %?(Q,,), and thus we obtain convergence in weighted 
area and length for operators T,,,f. 
(b) We note that all the results remain valid if the (I ) of (k.1 J is 
replaced by the more general assumption 
“L 
K(n. .Y, f) ds=<y,,(f). 
where g,, is a sequence of non-negative functions such that 
lim sup K,,( f I = I. 
u-t, rtQ 
It is sufficient to put I + u,, = supiFu s,,(t) in the proofs. 
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